


EXT. ASTOR PLACE, NYC - MID-MORNING

A brand new shiny building on a warm summer day. A large 
MEGA COPY sign hangs above the first floor. Push through the 
glass store front to--

INT. MEGA COPY LOBBY - CONTINUOUS

It's like a FedEx Office. Copiers, racks of stationery for 
sale. No customers right now as we continue on to--

The front counter and BRIAN. In his early-20s, athletic, 
spikey-haired and wearing a PURPLE MEGA COPY button-down. He 
stares blankly at the register monitor. The screen is black.

BRIAN
Uh...

LARS leans over his shoulder. Lanky, mid-30s, shaggy blonde 
hair. Also in a Mega Copy shirt, rocking some cargo shorts.

LARS
So I guess the first thing is 
turning it on--

Out of nowhere, THE MANAGER, interrupts. He's an early-50s 
Japanese man. Balding a little, hair in a TOP KNOT and a 
PATCH OVER HIS LEFT EYE. A Darker Mega Copy button-down.

THE MANAGER
Lars. Lars, please show Brian the 
Mega Copy way. The right way.

LARS
You got it Manager San.

The Manager hurries away.

LARS (cont'd)
Yeah, so, turning it on. You're 
gonna want to--

BRIAN
Did you call him Manager San?

LARS
Yeah. He's the manager. Just a 
total sign of respect. So to--

DEREK
Donuts. Going for donuts. Anyone?



DEREK, he's CHUBBY, SASSY, and walking to the front door. 

MYRTLE
heavy L.I. accent( )

No Derek.
GINA

Yes, please.

But GINA is talking about Brian. She's mid-20s, brunette, a 
little thick and checking him out at the counter.

MYRTLE is short, nearly retired. A native Long Islander. The 
two work the industrial copiers behind the counter.

BRIAN
No, thank you. LARS

Juice cleanse.

PHILIP
Ew, no. I’ll be in the stock room. 

PHILIP, late-20s, short, thin, sourpuss face. He heads off 
the work floor, out of sight. 

LARS
Okay, so here is the ON button.

He finally turns the monitor on.

LARS (cont'd)
Cool?

Brian nods yes.

LARS (cont'd)
Good. So what made you want to work 
at Mega Copy?

As Brian begins, behind a copier in the lobby--

BRIAN (O.S.)
Well, I just finished architecture 
school. My dad wants me to join his 
firm but--

A NINJA CROUCHES, ready to spring. He's CLAD IN BLACK with a 
RED STAR LOGO on the forehead of his mask.

BRIAN (O.S.) (cont'd)
That sounds like a drag so I moved 
to New York and found this job--

Jammed behind the other lobby copiers, FIVE MORE NINJAS. 
They're waiting on the go ahead to strike. Let's do this!
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BRIAN (O.S.) (cont'd)
It's tough though. My girlfriend is 
still at Vassar. I miss her but--

Wait, wait. Hold on. A CUSTOMER just walked in.

BRIAN (O.S.) (cont'd)
I really need some time to figure 
out me. Maybe look into some improv 
classes. You know?

A ninja shrugs, eyeing the first, asking: Should we or 
shouldn’t we? The first nods yes. Here we go.

LARS (O.S.)
Yeah man. Improv. Sure, I get that. 

The Customer reaches Brian and Lars.

LARS
Hi there! Welcome to Mega Copy--

The NINJAS LAUNCH from behind the machines, FLYING THROUGH 
THE AIR towards the staff. 

Slo-mo: The first ninja, mid-flight, his Katana blade arcing 
back.

The blade swings down. SCHRING! It's blocked by a TANTO, a 
Samurai dagger. We move up the holder’s arm to... Lars?

LARS (cont'd)
Attack!

Bedlam. Gina and Myrtle join Lars, leaping into fighting 
mode. The Manager rushes in, Katana drawn. Followed by 
JENNIE LEE-- 

Stunning, tall, early-30s, half-Japanese. Piercing, 
dangerous eyes and wielding DUAL KATANA BLADES.

SLICE! The Customer is cut from shoulder to hip by a ninja--

The ninja eyes Brian. The blade pulls back. Brian covers his 
eyes. Then--

GINA (O.S.)
Watch out New Guy!

A BOX OF THUMBTACKS EXPLODES into the ninja's chest.

Brian sneaks a peek. Gina holds a REAM OF PAPER with 
throwing stars lodged into it. 
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GINA
You're welcome!

Brian’s ninja recovers and swings but The Manager flies over 
the counter, his Katana gleaming, deflecting the attack.

THE MANAGER
Hataya Clan!

The Manager's attack is economic but fierce. 

Brian ducks behind the counter to avoid the melee. Gina aims 
her thumbtack fire on her star-throwing opponent.

GINA
They better not hurt the new guy. 

Jennie Lee smoothly takes on two ninjas.

JENNIE LEE
He's fine. Stay focused.

Lars fights, dagger to sword, with his opponent.

LARS
Can we wrap this up? Juice cleanse 
moving through.

Myrtle, INDUSTRIAL HAND STAPLER in hand, whacks her ninja on 
each side of his neck. With each word, another staple.

MYRTLE
I. Haven’t. Had. My. Coffee.

He drops to the floor clutching his throat and Myrtle slaps 
one more staple shot right in his crotch.

JENNIE LEE
Less talk, more fighting please.

The remaining ninjas, sensing defeat, FLEE out of the lobby.

Brian stands and looks around: the lone ninja writhes, 
Myrtle’s foot on his chest, the customer in chunks on the 
floor, and the staff frozen in fighting stances.

BRIAN
Hooooooooly shit.

MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE.
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ACT I

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - CONTINUOUS

The Manager stands down first. The others follow suit.

THE MANAGER
Lock it down.

Lars hits a discreet button under the register and the front 
glass doors SLAM CLOSED. An ALARM fires off-- BWEEOOOO 
BWEEOOOO BWEEOOOO!

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
Brian, language. Jennie, Lars, find 
out how they got in.

LARS
Yes Manager San.

JENNIE LEE
Yes Manager San.

Lars and Jennie Lee take off. 

Myrtle's foot is crushing the chest of the ninja on the 
floor. He GROANS, one hand on his throat, the other on his 
crotch. 

MYRTLE
Broad frickin' daylight. In 
the store. GINA

I just can't with these 
guys.

THE MANAGER
Get him downstairs, stabilized, 
ready for questioning. And get a 
crew up here to clean this up.

Gina and Myrtle strong arm the ninja up and get him moving. 

Brian is a GREENISH COLOR, looking down at the severed body 
oozing out on the carpet.

THE MANAGER (O.S.)
to Brian( )

Are you injured?

BRIAN
growing angry( )

What the... What the f... What just 
happened???

The Manager puts a gentle hand on Brian's shoulder.
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THE MANAGER
deliberate( )

Are you injured?

BRIAN
No.

THE MANAGER
Good. Come with me, quickly. 

Brian stiffly follows The Manager off the floor to--

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - A QUICK MOMENT LATER

Fluorescent lights, a long table and chairs. The Manager 
closes the door and taps a few buttons on a tablet. The 
ALARM stops.

THE MANAGER
Sit, sit. You're safe now.

Brian sits. The Manager rifles through a file cabinet.

BRIAN
Safe? Did you see those guys?

The Manager lays a pen and forms in front of Brian.

THE MANAGER
Yes. Not to worry. Sign here... 
here... and here.

Brian is unfocused and signs without really looking.

BRIAN
We're in Manhattan. Who carries a 
sword in Manhattan? And why do you 
guys have swords?

The Manager gathers up the forms and sits next to Brian.

THE MANAGER
You were never meant to see that 
and will never speak of it to 
anyone outside this building.

BRIAN
What?

The Manager holds up the newly signed forms.
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THE MANAGER
These are Mega Copy confidentiality 
agreements. You have also sworn 
fealty to the Hataya Clan for life.

Brian is confused and getting frustrated. 

BRIAN
What's Hataya? How long?

THE MANAGER
They own Mega Ship and their 
subsidiary company, Mega Copy.

Brian stands, exasperated.

BRIAN
Those were fucking ninjas!

THE MANAGER
Language Brian. Hm, maybe it's not 
working. 

CUT TO:
INT. EMPLOYEE BREAK ROOM - DAY 

Next to the microwave on the counter is a mason jar 
overflowing with quarters and bills, mostly $1s, and a $5. 

The label reads: NO SWEARING .25¢ PER WORD. Myrtle stuffs a 
$20 in the top.

BACK TO SCENE.

BRIAN
Sorry but--

THE MANAGER
Yes, those were ninjas. Please sit 
and I will tell you.

He returns to his seat.

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
A long time ago--

EXT. SAMURAI TRAINING SCHOOL - DAY

SUPER: Feudal Japan, 1451
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A large DOJO. In front of it, several dozen GRADUATING 
SAMURAI. Clad in armor. Standing at attention.

The School Master stands at the head. A large sign: 
“Congratulations Class of 1451,” hangs above him. 

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
Twin brothers were graduating from 
Samurai training, the best in their 
class, Mikay and Ikay Hataya.

Close On: The twins, early 20s, in the front row. Their 
armor has hints of the Mega Copy purple. 

The ceremony ends and the students launch their helmets into 
the air in celebration.

Helmets in mid-air, the twins hive-five and--

MIKAY
Samurai!

IKAY
Samurai!

Then catch their helmets.

IKAY (cont'd)
Celebrate?

MIKAY
Sake? 

IKAY
Sake bombs!

MIKAY
Sake bombs!

INT. TAVERN - NIGHT 

The twins stand at the bar, hammered. Sake bottles litter 
the counter. Other samurai grads party around the tavern. 

Mikay and Ikay pound a shot followed by a drunken high five.

MIKAY
Samurai!

IKAY
Samurai!

A super hot TAVERN GIRL, clears their bottles and cups. The 
twins are instantly smitten--

MIKAY
Dibs.

IKAY
Dibs.

MIKAY
I love you. Seriously.
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IKAY
No, seriously, I love you more.

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
Months passed as they tried to 
woo...

EXT. A WOODED LAKESIDE - DAWN 

The rising sun streaks onto a serene lake and the Tavern 
Girl standing on the shore.

Mikay runs in from the left and takes Tavern Girl's hand.

MIKAY
At last, your heart shall be mine.

Ikay races in from the right and shoves Mikay, who falls 
into the dirt.

IKAY
No, I will have your heart.

Mikay springs up and shoves Ikay into a tree. Ikay draws his 
Katana sword.

IKAY (cont'd)
Winner gets the girl?

MIKAY
Deal.

Mikay's blade ZINGS OUT of his sheath. The Tavern Girl rolls 
her eyes and shrugs at this stupidity.

TAVERN GIRL
Idiots.

The twins’ blades CRASH together, locked. Tavern Girl darts 
in to stop them. 

TAVERN GIRL (cont'd)
annoyed( )

Stop. Mikay! Ikay! Just stop it.

As she reaches them their blades unlock, ARCING RIGHT 
THROUGH HER. 

MIKAY
Noooooooo!

IKAY
Nooooooo!
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IKAY (cont'd)
You killed her.

MIKAY
No way. You killed her.

IKAY
It was an accident.

MIKAY
It was an accident.

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
And so, a rift grew between them.

The twins fly into an epic battle. Launching themselves from 
trees and boulders, their blades CLASH in midair.

THE MANAGER (V.O.) (cont'd)
Their feud cemented, the brothers 
formed separate clans. Ikay’s 
became the Akahoshi and they began 
a war across Japan.

RAPID MONTAGE: BATTLES

Two Samurai Armies. Mikay's in PURPLE, Ikay's in BLACK with 
the RED STAR on the helmet. 

- Charging at each other in a lush field.

- Battling among huge forest trees. 

- And lastly a village. 

The brothers always in the middle of the action. 

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
The last battle caused the 
destruction of an entire village.

EXT. A JAPANESE VILLAGE - DAY

The village is CHARRED and TORN. Dead samurai from both 
sides and villagers are strewn everywhere.

Mikay and Ikay, now in their 30s, meet in the carnage.

MIKAY
Ikay, this village is jacked up.

IKAY
Yeah. I feel bad.
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MIKAY
Me too. So...

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
To spare the innocent, they took 
their battle to the shadows.

They smile at one another, jump in the air and high five--

MIKAY
Ninja battle!

IKAY
Ninja battle!

Just like old times. But when they land, their faces return 
to cold rage. They turn and storm away from one another.

THE MANAGER (V.O.)
And so, the ninja war began.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - PRESENT

Brian’s lips are pursed. He’s just can't take it all in.

BRIAN
Wait. So Mega Ship and Mega Copy...

THE MANAGER
Yes.

BRIAN
And Red Star Shipping and Copy...

THE MANAGER
Yes.

BRIAN
Are just fronts for a centuries old 
battle between two ninja clans?

THE MANAGER
That is correct. Soon after, Japan 
began trading with Europe. Shipping 
was the perfect way to fund their 
war.

BRIAN
And you want me to be part of it?

THE MANAGER
You've seen too much not to be. 
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BRIAN
So cool. This is so cool. Yeah, 
totally. I'm in.

THE MANAGER
Good to hear. Wonderful. So, we do 
have an architecture division--

BRIAN
Architect? What about ninja?

THE MANAGER
Ninja is the most dangerous and 
difficult training, just above 
accountant. 

BRIAN
No problem. I choose ninja.

THE MANAGER
The choice is not yours Brian. You 
are either born into a ninja family 
or recruited for assignment. 

BRIAN
But I want a shot at this.

THE MANAGER
Do you have any athletic training? 
Martial arts?

BRIAN
I was on the swim team at Vassar.

THE MANAGER
There you have it. Architect.

BRIAN
But...

He has a sudden, nauseous realization. 

BRIAN (cont'd)
Oh god. What about that customer in 
the lobby?

END ACT I
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ACT II

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - DAY

Gina leans on the front counter...

GINA
You two better hustle. That shit's 
a mess and I’ve got to unlock the 
front door any second now.

OVER TO: Two Mega Copy CLEANERS dealing with the dead 
customer. The body is mostly in a bag. An ARM STICKS OUT.

CLEANER ONE
Come on man. Just stuff it in.

CLEANER TWO
I’m trying. Just give me a--

CRACK! The arm snaps into the bag. ZIP! All sealed up.  

CLEANER TWO (cont'd)
Second. See? 

CLEANER ONE
Jesus, man.

GINA
Ew.

INT. STORE HALLWAY -  CONTINUOUS

The Manager walks Brian down a hall toward the production 
floor.

BRIAN
So you just pay off the family?

THE MANAGER
We tell them the deceased won a 
contest and has received a large 
sum of money which is now theirs. 
Such a nuisance. The Red Stars care 
less and less about secrecy. 

BRIAN
Sorry. Lots of questions but, 
everyone here knows about ninjas?

THE MANAGER
Not everyone...
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INT. MEGA COPY STORE - CONTINUOUS

TAP TAP TAP. Like a sad puppy, Derek knocks on front door. 
His other arm cradles a HUGE BOX of DONUTS. The Manager and 
Brian arrive at the counter.

THE MANAGER
Derek. He is not really what the 
Hataya need. Likable though, great 
with customers. 

Cleaner Two heaves up the BODY BAG and hustles off. Cleaner 
One fires up a STEAM CLEANER. 

Gina flips a switch near the register to unlock the front 
door, it slides open... Derek moseys in.

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
softly to Gina( )

Give Brian the downstairs tour?

GINA
Yes Manager San. 

DEREK
Why's the door locked?

THE MANAGER
We were showing Brian how it works.

Cleaner One is powering up the blood stain.

DEREK
Cool, what evs. Ew, did someone 
spill a Slurpy?

GINA
Yeah. 

DEREK
Rude.

Gina pulls on Brian's shirtsleeve a little and he follows 
her toward the back of the store.

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - STOCK ROOM - A MOMENT LATER

PALLETS of papers and COPY SUPPLIES fill the space. To the 
left: A door marked AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY. Gina slides a 
FIRE ALARM up revealing a RETINA SCANNER.
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GINA
This is how we get downstairs. Once 
your clearance is all set up you'll 
be able to do this--

Gina SCANS her eye. SHOOK SHOOK, the door unlocks. She pulls 
it open.

BRIAN
Not some entrance behind a bookcase 
or something?

GINA
No, they’d look for that. 

BRIAN
I don't understand how you guys 
work here and fight ninjas at the 
same time.

GINA
We just do. It's kinda like...

FADE TO:

EXT. A BROOKLYN NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

Brownstones line this lovely street. It's deserted except 
for a lone Red Star Delivery Truck and--

A Mega Ship DELIVERY GUY pushing a cart of packages.

The Red Star DRIVER launches from the rear of his truck, a 
BLADE in hand.

He's flying right at a Mega Ship DELIVERY GUY. Delivery Guy 
turns fast and BLOCKS the attack with a PACKAGE.

They battle up and down the street, fighting with knives, 
stars-- packages.

They pause and talk casually as a HIPSTER COUPLE pushing a 
STROLLER pass by. Aaaaaand the coast is clear. Back to the 
melee.

BACK TO SCENE.

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - STOCK ROOM - SAME

GINA
Easy, right?
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She heads down the newly revealed stairwell. SHOOK SHOOK as 
the door locks behind them.

INT. HATAYA HEADQUARTERS - A MOMENT LATER

Gina opens a stairwell door into a bright hallway. Brian 
follows behind. Everything here is shiny and new.

BRIAN
Whooooooaaaa.

To the right: various doors and halls, and to the right: a 
HUMONGOUS WINDOW reveals a gorgeous JAPANESE ZEN GARDEN-- 

GINA (O.S.)
This is the Hataya Clan 
headquarters and training center.

A stream runs through it. Plants, trees, rocks with moss and 
a large white gravel square with several boulders. Soft, 
artificial sunlight fills the space.

GINA
Brand spanking new. Just opened a 
few months ago.

She leads him through this vast underground facility. Past a 
CAFETERIA filled scientists, suits, and ninjas in MEGA COPY 
PURPLE.

GINA (cont'd)
Mostly good. Tofu Tuesdays are 
kinda rough.

Yuck. Brian's face says it all. 

Next a TECH LAB: A scientist hits a button on a cell phone. 
MINI NINJA STARS shoot out of a package and stick into a  
crash test dummy. 

GINA (cont'd)
Tech guys. The usual stuff.

Then a WEAPONS ROOM, no people but racks of katanas, 
daggers, stars, nunchucks, staves. The ninja essentials. 

GINA (cont'd)
Weapons room. Careful, lot of sharp 
stuff in there. Locker rooms here 
on the left. Great showers.

They pass the doors marked LOCKER ROOMS.
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GINA (cont'd)
to herself( )

If we had time, I’d show you those.

BRIAN
What?

GINA
Nothing.

But Brian caught it.

BRIAN
I, uh, sorry. I have a girlfriend.

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - CONTINUOUS

The Manager and Derek are snacking on donuts at the front 
counter.

THE MANAGER
mouthful( )

So I really need you to step up the 
customer service. We had a terrible 
mystery shopper review last week.

DEREK
mouthful( )

Ah, come on. You know that was 
Philip. That guy is always on his 
phone. I told him--

THE MANAGER
I know you did. Not to worry, I 
will speak to Philip.

INT. HATAYA HALLWAY DOWNSTAIRS - CONTINUOUS

Philip SWIPES an ACCESS CARD on a door marked FILE STORAGE. 
It doesn't open. 

PHILIP
Dammit.

A DIFFERENT HALLWAY-- Gina is a little embarrassed and Brian 
struggles with the awkward silence as they walk along. 
Until--

BRIAN
I’m so sorry, what’s your name 
again?
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GINA
Gina.

BRIAN
Gina, got it. Did that stuff 
upstairs freak you out?

GINA
Yeah. But we’re trained for it. 
Well, I’m still training. Two years 
so far. Started right after I 
finished at Sarah Lawrence.

BRIAN
Sarah Lawrence, huh?

GINA
Shut up. It's a great school. 
Anyway, here is the training room.

It’s massive. Men and women in purple uniforms, practicing 
combat: karate, sword play, staff fights.

BACK TO PHILIP'S HALLWAY-- From his backside, Philip pulls 
out a DAGGER and tries to pry open the door. 

GINA AND BRIAN'S HALLWAY-- Still moseying along.

GINA (cont'd)
Mega Ship payed for all of this. 
And they used Hataya contractors.

BRIAN
It’s fucking awesome.

GINA
Were you busted for swearing yet?

BRIAN
Yeah. 

GINA
I don't care but he doesn't like to 
hear it. Just part of the job.

BRIAN
Cool. Hey, what's up with that eye 
patch he wears?

PHILIP'S HALLWAY-- Philip jabs his dagger into the door 
frame. One. Last. Triumphant-- BWEEOOOO BWEEOOOO BWEEOOOO! 
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PHILIP
Shit. Balls.

He tucks his knife away and sprints off down the hall.

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - MANAGER'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

The Manager taps at a computer on his desk, a fresh donut 
nearby. The ALARM FIRES OFF from an overhead speaker.

THE MANAGER
Oh, what now?

He picks up his tablet. Close on it: A digital map of the 
headquarters downstairs. A warning light blinks by the FILE 
STORAGE DOOR.

INT. HATAYA CAFETERIA - CONTINUOUS

People flood out of it into the hall. Hurrying to their 
assigned emergency posts. 

The buffet line abandoned, a ninja pops up behind the 
counter, looks around to make sure she's alone, then cradles 
a mound of cookies into her knapsack. 

INT. GINA AND BRIAN'S HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

BWEEOOO BWEEOOO BWEEOOO. Other Hataya employees fill the 
hall and rush around them. Some suits, some ninjas. 

The cookie stealing ninja passes behind them, mask pulled up 
above her mouth, munching down a big chocolate chip one.

GINA
Uh oh. Back on lock down. Could be 
a fluke. They're still working out 
the kinks in the system but just to 
be safe let's--

Philip rounds the corner and smacks into them.

GINA (cont'd)
Philip. Oh, great.

PHILIP
Sorry Gina, gotta go.
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GINA
No, nope, no. Lock down protocols. 
I'm gonna pull rank here for a sec. 
Take Brian, keep him safe. I've got 
to find The Manager.

PHILIP
My access card isn't working. Can I 
take yours?

GINA
No way. I'll be in so much--

PHILIP
Don't worry. I'll keep it safe. And 
him.

GINA
Go with Philip. And... 

She digs an access card out of her pocket and gives it to 
Philip. Then as she bolts off down the hall--

GINA (cont'd)
I better get that back. 

Philip smiles at Brian.

PHILIP
Brian, is it? Follow me. 

INT. HATAYA HEADQUARTERS - OUTSIDE FILE STORAGE - CONTINUOUS

The Manager peeks his head into a the dark File Storage 
room. Shrugs. Hmmmmm. He closes the door and taps away on 
the tablet a few times. Then speaks into it--

THE MANAGER
Jennie Lee. Are you in the Med Bay?

JENNIE LEE (O.S.)
Yes, Manager San. You'd better get 
over here.

THE MANAGER
I'm on the way.

INT. HATAYA HEADQUARTERS - A MINUTE LATER

Gina slides to a halt just outside the MED BAY.
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MYRTLE (O.S.)
Cock punch! Do it. Cock punch!

INT. MED BAY - A SECOND LATER

Bright and sterile. Half a dozen med stations with beds fill 
the room. The ALARM STILL SOUNDING. Gina walks in and sees--

The injured Red Star Ninja, still masked, restrained to a 
bed. He’s surrounded by Myrtle, Jennie Lee, Lars and a 
DOCTOR.

MYRTLE
You think he won’t talk then? I put 
a staple in that sack. Cock punch!

GINA
Yeah! Cock punch.

LARS
No cock punches. Chill out Myrtle.

JENNIE LEE
Everyone chill out.

to the ninja( )
Listen to me. You've got staples in 
both sides of your neck, which this 
gentleman--

DOCTOR
Hey there.

JENNIE LEE
Will skillfully mend. If one of 
those pops, you're in serious 
trouble. 

DOCTOR
She is very, very correct.

JENNIE LEE
I can have him start but you've got 
to tell me--

RED STAR NINJA
Are you serious? You're talking 
about my neck, ratting people out, 
all sorts of stuff. Except the 
industrial staple in my sack!

JENNIE LEE
Doctor, forceps. 
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FORCEPS, delivered to her waiting hand. 

RED STAR NINJA
Oh, thank you.

She latches them on to a staple in his neck.

JENNIE LEE
Not what you think. 

The forceps wiggle a staple. Blood SPURTS OUT. 

RED STAR NINJA
Ow. Come on.

JENNIE LEE
Now listen. One more time, how did 
you get in today?

RED STAR NINJA
Guys, who’s with me? Balls first 
then maybe we can talk, right? 
It's, like, stuck into the 
testicle.

Lars and the Doctor WINCE. 

INT. HALLWAY - A MINUTE LATER

Philip speed walks. Brian tails behind. Alarm still 
screaming.

BRIAN
Where are we going?

PHILIP
Here.

He stops-- In front of the FILE STORAGE room.

BRIAN
Oh, I get it. File Storage but it's 
really a safe room.

PHILIP
No, it's, uh, just a storage room.

Philip SWIPES GINA'S ACCESS CARD. CLICK! The lock changes to 
GREEN and Philip pushes the door open.
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INT. FILE STORAGE - CONTINUOUS

Philip moves in, hits the lights. File cabinets line the 
room. A computer terminal sits on a table across the room.

PHILIP
Sit down. Keep it quiet for a 
minute. 

BRIAN
On the floor?

PHILIP
I don't care. Just, ugh, this 
stupid alarm.

Brian flops down onto the carpet. 

Philip moves to the computer terminal and starts CLACKING 
away at the keys. He pulls a FLASH DRIVE out of his pocket 
and slides it into the terminal. 

CLICK CLICK. TYPE TYPE TYPE. And one final... CLICK!

BRIAN (O.S.)
What are you working on?

PHILIP
startled( )

Aaagh! 

Brian has crept up on Philip. 

PHILIP (cont'd)
I told you to sit.

BRIAN
Sorry.

OVER THEIR SHOULDERS: Between the guys-- The computer screen 
has a DOWNLOAD PROGRESS BAR covering open PERSONNEL FILES. 

PHILIP
It's next level stuff. Nothing you 
need to worry about. Grrr. Come on, 
come on, come on.

beat( )
So Briaaaaan?

BRIAN
Reynolds. What's your hurry?
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PHILIP
Brian Reynolds. Like the actor?

BRIAN
Yes. But I'm a Brian not a Ryan, 
ugh, I hate explaining this. Look 
my parents had this thing where...

As Brian speaks, Philip reaches behind and slowly pulls his 
DAGGER. Light glints off its surface.

END ACT II
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ACT III

INT. FILE STORAGE - CONTINUOUS

BRIAN
trailing off( )

I mean, I don’t know where you were 
while all of that was happening...

One more shot of the screen. DOWNLOAD... COMPLETE!

BRIAN (cont'd)
But...

It hits him. Brian yanks out the flash drive and makes a 
break for it. Philip LUNGES, dagger in hand, just missing.

PHILIP
I’m going to need that back.

BRIAN
So these are for the Red Star guys?

PHILIP
The attack was a diversion. Really 
thought it would have taken longer.

He SLASHES again at Brian.

BRIAN
You remember I’m new, right? You 
could’ve just made something up to 
get me out of here.

PHILIP
Well, frankly, I didn’t think of 
that.

BRIAN
Have you thought about taking some 
improv classes?

Philip shoots over the desk, dagger leading the way.

INT. MED BAY - CONTINUOUS

The Doctor, Jennie Lee, Lars, Gina & Myrtle, all a little 
blood speckled, stand around the Red Star ninja. 

GINA
I don't think he's going to talk.
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Jennie Lee wiggles another staple. SPURT! The Red Star is in 
pain but defiant.

RED STAR NINJA
Maybe just take a look down there? 
Hit it with some peroxide.

LARS
He's gotta be getting woozy.

RED STAR NINJA
Caress them a little. A gentle 
handy? 

JENNIE LEE
Cut it off.

RED STAR NINJA
What???

JENNIE LEE
The mask. Cut it off.

The Manager eases into the room. He hits a button on his 
tablet to KILL THE ALARM.

THE MANAGER
Ahhh. That's better. Still has some 
bugs. I told them that 
contractor...

The Doctor is peeling the mask off. It slides off in slo-mo 
and as it's nearly off, we jump to The Manager's TABLET--

Slo-mo falling to the ground. It bounces. On his face--

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
slo-mo( )

Mother fucker.

INT. FILE STORAGE - CONTINUOUS

Brian jumps aside but Philip’s blade scratches his chest. 

BRIAN
Oh, come. Can't we just--

He trips into a stack of boxes. They fall and knock Philip 
out of the way. Brian makes for the door.
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INT. MED BAY - SAME

The Manager is in mid-flight. 

THE MANAGER
Mother fucker. You mother fucker!

He lands on the Red Star Ninja. Raining down COCK PUNCHES.

RED STAR NINJA
Get him off!

THE MANAGER
You took my eye! 

RED STAR NINJA
Get him off me!

Myrtle and Gina JUMP and HIGH FIVE, twins style. 

MYRTLE
Cock punches!

GINA
Cock punches! 

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Brian scrambles out of the File Room and down the hall. 
Philip is desperately on his tail.

Brian skids to a halt then dashes into the WEAPONS ROOM.

INT. WEAPONS ROOM - A FEW SECONDS LATER

Brian ducks behind a rack loaded with katanas. Philip creeps 
in, dagger at the ready.

PHILIP
Let's end this Brian Reynolds.

Brian gently slides a katana off the rack.

BRIAN
Why are you stealing from the 
Hataya and giving it to the Red 
Stars or whatever they're called?

PHILIP
The Akahoshi Clan.

Brian pops up, sword in hand. He’s a righty. Philip snatches 
up a nearby sword and attacks.
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BRIAN
Aren't you a Hataya though? 

PHILIP
Yes. But here’s the problem... 
Performance reviews.

Brian puts up a flailing sort of defense. They fight in and 
around the weapon racks.

BRIAN
Like work evaluations?

PHILIP
Exactly. 

whiny voice( )
Philip does this, Philip doesn’t do 
that, poor customer service, not 
good with throwing stars.

BRIAN
So you’re mad about your reviews 
and now you’re a spy. Wow, what a 
bitch.

Brian is losing ground. Philip NICKS Brian's left arm. 

BRIAN (cont'd)
Gaaaaaaaghhh!

It bleeds down his sleeve.

INT. MED BAY - CONTINUOUS

The Manager is still rocking the nut jabs.

RED STAR NINJA
screaming( )

Gaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaggggghhh!

The Gang and the Doctor race to pull him off.

JENNIE LEE
Whoa! Stop! Manager San--

The Red Star whimpers. Lars, Jennie Lee, Gina, and Myrtle 
have The Manager restrained.

MYRTLE
Easy there Chief.

The Doctor peeks into the Red Star's pants.
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DOCTOR
Oh boy. 

Over to the Gang and The Manager.

JENNIE LEE
Manager San--

THE MANAGER
He was there that night.

LARS
When you lost your eye?

THE MANAGER
Yes.

GINA
That guy cut your eye out?

THE MANAGER
No. It was...

He relaxes. The Gang release him.

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
My partner and I... we were at a 
party...

INT. A PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM - NIGHT [FLASHBACK]

Looking out of a high, high window onto the Manhattan 
skyline. Smooth jazz plays. The reflection in the window 
from behind us is--

An orgy. A couple dozen guys, getting on each other. All 
over the leather sofas, chairs, Persian rugs.

CLOSE ON: The face of the Red Star ninja, nearing ecstasy. 

Over his hip now: The reason he's about to explode-- The 
Manager, BOTH EYES INTACT, shirtless, on his knees. 

The Red Star ninja's hips pulse and BOOM, The Manager takes 
a money shot to the left eye. 

BACK TO SCENE.
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INT. MED BAY - SAME

The team is speechless. The ninja GROANS in PAIN. No one is 
sure who should talk first. They look at each other.

JENNIE LEE
So...

GINA
In your eye?

THE MANAGER
Yes.

LARS
Syphilis.

DOCTOR
It's actually more common than you 
think.

JENNIE LEE
In your eye.

THE MANAGER
Yes. Yes. Yes. Ocular syphilis. 
Normally it just causes blindness 
but an infection set in and they 
had to take the whole thing out.

LARS
Huh.

GINA
Ew.

The Manager pulls a $10 bill out of his pocket and hands it 
to Myrtle.

THE MANAGER
Here. For the, ah, the swear jar.

Jennie Lee moves over and leans down to the Red Star.

JENNIE LEE
in a whisper( )

So here it is. Tell us how you got 
in or I let him crush what's left 
of your junk.

RED STAR NINJA
agony( )

Philip. It was Philip. He let us in 
early this morning when he opened, 
before anyone else arrived.
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INT. WEAPONS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Brian is backing up with each blow from Philip's blade.

BRIAN
What are you stealing anyway?

PHILIP
Recruiting and personnel files. 
It'll give the Akahoshi a leg up on 
this loser organization. Then I get 
to be on the winning team.

BRIAN
Well, so far, they look like the 
good guys to--

Philip launches into a spinning, flying assault as Brian 
TRIPS and STUMBLES into a rack of swords. 

He knocks them INTO THE AIR. Philip is coming out of his 
spin. One of the airborne blades LOPS OFF the last TWO 
FINGERS from Philip's free hand.

PHILIP
Gaaaaaaaagh!

Brian scrambles up and away to avoid the razor-edged 
avalanche, his own sword still in hand.

Philip lands and stops dead in his tracks. His sword clanks 
on the ground as he clutches his bloody hand. 

BRIAN
Oh man. Oh man. I am so sorry. I 
did not mean for that to happen. 
Are you okay?

PHILIP
Okay? I just lost--

He peeks at his stumpy hand, blood pouring out.

PHILIP (cont'd)
Two. Two of my fingers. 

BRIAN
We should get those on ice. Did you 
see where they landed? 

PHILIP
No. I can't believe this.
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Brian looks around then takes a step. CRUNCH!

BRIAN
Uh oh.

PHILIP
Did you step on my fingers?

Brian lifts his foot to inspect the damage.

PHILIP (cont'd)
Are they...

BRIAN
I think I broke them.

PHILIP
Dammit.

With his good hand, Philip whips outs a THROWING STAR and 
ZINGS it at Brian. 

Brian watches as the star sails waaaaaay left and sticks 
into a wall.

PHILIP (cont'd)
God dammit!!

Brian raises his sword. Philip knows he has lost so turns 
and BOLTS OUT OF THE ROOM.

INT. HALLWAY - A MOMENT LATER

The Manager, Jennie Lee, Lars, Myrtle and Gina race down the 
hall toward the Weapons Room.

Philip comes out and barrels away from them.

LARS
On it!

He chases after Philip. Gina spies Brian in the Weapons 
Room.  

GINA
Brian!

INT. WEAPONS ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Brian sits on the floor. His arm and chest bleed, his sword 
next to him. Squashed, severed fingers nearby. 
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BRIAN
Watch your step.

The gang make a big deal of stepping over Philip's fingers 
and circle around Brian. Myrtle GRINDS THEM into the floor.

BRIAN (cont'd)
He was stealing it for the 
Akawhatzy.

THE MANAGER
Akahoshi. We know.

Brian hands the FLASH DRIVE to The Manager.

BRIAN
Did we catch him?

THE MANAGER
Lars is in pursuit now.

INT. MEGA COPY STORE - A MOMENT LATER

The lobby. Derek munches down a donut at the register. 

Philip races past headed for the front doors. His injured 
hand clutched to his chest.

DEREK
Hey! Your shift isn’t even close to 
being over.

Philip turns and with his good hand, FLIPS Derek THE BIRD.

DEREK (cont'd)
Oh, he can be such a bitch. 

Lars reaches Derek but Philip is long gone.

LARS
Man, I don’t think Philip works 
here any more.

INT. MED BAY - A BIT LATER

Brian leans on Gina as she leads him in to the Med Bay.

GINA
You maybe want to grab a beer 
later?
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BRIAN
Yeah. I could, uh, this day has 
been... a beer sounds great.

INT. MED BAY - A GOOD BIT LATER.

The Doctor is stitching up Brian. Behind them is the empty, 
blood stained bed the Red Star was on.

DOCTOR
Always a nice clean cut with those 
katanas. Kind of a plus really.

The Manager walks in. The Doctor snaps off his gloves and 
tosses them away. As he leaves--

DOCTOR (cont'd)
Good times at the Mega Copy.

BRIAN
What happened to Red Star guy?

THE MANAGER
He is in surgery. We will nurse him 
back to health. Then, he will be 
free to go.

BRIAN
Free to go?

THE MANAGER
We want peace, not another five 
hundred years of warring. Letting 
him go spares a life. Even so 
Brian, death is a part of this 
company. Do you understand? 

Brian gives a little nod, yes.

THE MANAGER (cont'd)
Your ninja training will be 
difficult. As well as in the store 
up stairs.

BRIAN
Wait. I’m in?

Brian throws two fist into the air.

BRIAN (cont'd)
Yes!
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Immediately regrets it and grabs his injured arm.

BRIAN (cont'd)
Ow.

THE MANAGER
Can you stay focused and avoid 
distractions? 

BRIAN
Yes Manager San. 

INT. RED STAR HEADQUARTERS - LATER THAT DAY

A conference room. A dark wooden table with the Red Star 
logo in the center. 

ANTOINETTE sits at the head. She's a large, round, powerful 
black woman. No sleeves on her Red Star ninja outfit.

Other Red Stars sit around the table. Philip stands by the 
door, hand bandaged, in a sling.

ANTOINETTE
So you lost the files.

PHILIP
Yes Antoinette.

ANTOINETTE
Blew your cover.

PHILIP
Yes.

ANTOINETTE
And lost... two fingers?

The table bursts out LAUGHING, Antoinette the loudest.

INT. RED STAR CLAN HEADQUARTERS - A MOMENT LATER

Philip stands alone outside the conference room door. 
LAUGHTER ERUPTS INSIDE.

He clenches his good fist and shakes it rage. 

PHILIP
I will fucking kill you, Brian 
Reynolds.
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The next morning...

INT. BRIAN’S APARTMENT - DAWN

The bedroom. LOW ANGLE on the floor: Beer bottles and 
clothes are everywhere. Then up to the bed--

Brian sleeps. Naked. An arm and leg are draped over him. 
Pull back to reveal that it's Gina. Just as naked.

She stirs, groggy with sleep. 

GINA
Mmmmm, I think I love you Brian 
Reynolds.

CLOSE ON: Brian's face. His eyes FLASH OPEN. PANICKED. 

FADE OUT
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